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Let F = <F~ J i ~ I )  be a system of subsets of  S and let ` A be an independence 
structure on S. A subsystem F r" K is `A-critical if it has an independent trans- 
versal and whenever B is a transversal of  F ~ K in ~ ' ,  then B is a maximal  
independent subset o fF (K)  = O~r  F~. It is shown that a necessary and sufficient 
condit ion for the existence of an independent transversal of  a countable system 
F is that F, does not depend upon F(K) whenever F ]" K is an ,A-critical sub- 
system and i ~ IlK. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A set T is a transversal of a system F = (Fi I i ~ I )  of subsets of S if 
there is an injective map q~: I - -+S such that qa(i)~F~ ( i~I )  and 
T = range(~) = {9~(i) [ i ~ I). The map q~ is a transversal function of F. 
We denote by trans(F) the set of all transversals of F. 
It is welt known [5, 6] that if either 
IF[ = I I l  <}to,  (1.1) 
or  
] F, 1 < •0 (Vi ~ I), (1.2) 
then a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a transversal 
of F (trans(F) @ ~) is that 
I F(K)I >/ [ K I (VK C I), (1.3) 
where F(K) = gi~K Fi. It is easily seen that (1.3) does not guarantee the 
existence of a transversal if F is an infinite system and one member of F 
is infinite. However, stronger necessary and sufficient conditions have been 
given [2, 3, 4, 13, 14] for trans(F) :A ;~ in the case when I F[ is arbitrary 
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and F has only afinite number of infinite members. The most easily stated 
of these is that given by Steffens [13] and in this paper we give a generali- 
zation of his result. A subsystem F ~ K = (Fi [ i ~ K)  is said to be critical 
if and only if trans(Fp K)= {F(K)}. The system F satisfies Steffens' 
condition, F ~ 5O, if 
Fi ~ F(K) whenever F ~ K is critical and i ~ I\K. (1.4) 
This condition is obviously necessary for the existence of a transversal of  
F and in [13] it is shown to be sufficient when F has only a finite number of 
infinite members. 
Nash-Williams [9] stated a quantitative type of condition (involving 
the construction of an infinite sequence of functions) which he conjectured 
to be necessary and sufficient for trans(F) # ~ in the case when I F I = 1% 
and this was settled in [3]. More recently, Podewski and Steffens [10] 
showed that the simpler condition F~ 5 ~ is also sufficient for this case. 
The example F = (Fi I i ~ col), where F~ = oJ (i E oJ0, shows that (1.4) 
does not imply the existence of a transversal for uncountable systems 
((1.4) holds for this case since there are no nonempty critical subsystems). 
Similarly the criterion of [3] fails in the uncountable case and the general 
problem remains open. 
An important concept in the study of transversals i that of indepen- 
dence. A set Jg of subsets of S is an independence structure on S if it satisfies 
the following three conditions. (i) A C B E J// ~ A ~ ~' ,  (ii) A, B ~ J/f, 
[ A ] q- 1 ~ [ B [ < ~o :> (3b ~ B\A)(A U {b} ~J//), (iii) J /  has finite 
character. Members of J / /are independent sets. For the history and main 
references for abstract independence see [8]. It is easily seen (e.g. [8]) 
that if J /  is an independence structure on S, then there are maximal 
members of ~ contained in any set A C S and these all have the same 
cardinality. Thus we can define a rank function, p, on the subsets of S by 
putting 
p(A) = max{I XI: X C A, X ~,//r 
A fundamental extension of (1.3) obtained by Rado [11, 12] states that if 
(1.I) or (1.2) holds then d /n  trans(F) # ~ if and only if 
p(F(K)) ~ I g l  O/K C I), (1.5) 
(N.B. In (1.3) and (1.5), the quantification (VKC1) can be replaced by 
(VK C CI), where A C CB means A is afinite subset of B.) 
The conditions obtained in [3] for a denumerable system to have a 
transversal extend most naturally (and almost without change) to provide 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an independent 
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transversal. The purpose of this note is to extend the result of Podewski 
and Steffens [10] to the case of independent transversals. 
For sets A, B C S, we say that A depends upon B, and write A [ B, if 
{x} w Ba ~ '  whenever x e A\B and B a is a maximal independent subset 
of B. It is easily shown that if A [ B, B I C then A I C. The negation of 
A I B is written .4 ~" B; it means that there are x e .4\B and a maximal 
independent set Ba C B such that {x} w B1 E dg (and it follows from (i)-(iii) 
that this then holds for every such B1). A subsystem F ? K of F is said to 
be rig-critical if dr' n trans(F ~ K) @ ~ and 
B~dr n trans(F~" K) ~ F(K) I B, 
i.e. every independent transversal o fF  r" K is maximal in F(K). An obvious 
necessary condition for the existence of an independent transversal of F 
is that 
Fi X F(K) whenever i ~ I \K  and F p K is rig-critical. (1.6) 
Write F~ Se(JQ if (1.6) holds. We will show that for countable systems 
this condition is also sufficient. 
THEOREM. I f  I F ] <~ 1r then Jg o trans(F) 4: ~ ~ F 6 SP(~'). 
2. LEMMAS 
Let F = (Fi I i ~ I )  be a system of subsets of S and let ~t' be an inde- 
pendence structure on S. We shall denote by C~(F, de') the set of all sets 
K C I such that F [" K is ~'-critical. Clearly ~ e C~(F, ~r). 
Most of the elementary facts about independence structures which we 
use either follow immediately from (i)-(iii) or can be found in [8]. In 
addition we shall use the following known results (a circuit is a minimal 
dependent subset of S). 
(iv) If B u B1E./g, B n Ba= ;~, and A I B, then X u Ba~ Mg 
whenever X is an independent subset of A (see [1]). 
(v) If C1, C~ are circuits, e ~ Ca n C2, a ~ C~\C2, then there is a 
circuit C such that a e C C (C1 u C~)\{e} [7]. 
LEMMA 1. I f  ~ is an increasing chain of sets in ~(F, J/{), then 
U s/C ~ ~(F,d//). 
Proof. Let ~ = {K~[~ < A}, where A is an ordinal number, 
Ks e ~(F, J4') (~ < h), and K o C K 1 C..-  C K~ C .-. C K : U J{'- For each 
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< ;~ there is a transversal function f~:K~---~F(K~) such that 
f~(K~) E ~ '  n trans(F[" K~). For  each i ~ K there is a least index ~(i) 
such that i ~ K~(i) and we define a map f :  K --+ S by 
f (i) = f~(,)(i) (i E K). 
We claim that f i s  a transversal function and that f (K)  is indenpendent. 
Sincef( i)  E Fi (i ~ K), we have only to show that f i s  injective andf (K)  ~ ~ ' .  
Suppose this is false. Then there is a minimal set of indices {ia ,..., in) C K 
such that f ( i , )  [ {f(il),..., f( i ,_l)).  We can assume that 
cr ~ "" ~ co(in) = o~. 
I f  ~(i~) = ~, then we immediately obtain a contradiction since f~ is injective 
andf~(K~) E ~' .  So we can also assume that there is k such that 1 ~ k < n 
and 
cr ~ ... ~ c~(ik) ~ fl < c~(ik+0 . . . . .  e~(i,) = c~. 
The restriction f~ [" K~ is a transversal function of F I" K~ and f~(K,)~ J l .  
Since K~ ~ ~(F, d//), if follows that f~(K~) is a maximal independent subset 
of F(KB). Therefore, since f~(K~)~ g, it follows that X = {f(il),..., f(i~)} 
is disjoint f rom Y = f~(K~\K~) and X u Y~ ~e', by (iv). This contra- 
diction proves that ~z' n trans(F F K) v e ~.  Also, if B ~ Jg  n trans(F [" K), 
then B is a maximal independent subset of F(K) since B n F(K~) is a 
maximal independent subset of F(K~) (o~ < h). Therefore K ~ ~f(F, ~) .  
I f  A C S and B is a maximal independent subset of S\A then we define 
the contraction 
J JA = {XCA ] Xu  B~r  
It is well known [1] that the independence structure ~ 'a  does not depend 
upon the particular choice of B (it follows from (iv)). 
LEMMA 2. I f  K b a maximal member of ~(F, ~g), then 
(g(F p IlK, dgs\v(x)) = { ~}. 
Proof. Put S' = SIF(K). Suppose that K' c ~(F ~ IlK, Jgs'). We have 
to show that K '  = ~.  Let B e ~g n trans(F [" K), B' ~ ~ge' s, n trans(F p K'). 
It  is easily seen that B w B' is an @g-)independent ransversal of  
F ~" K w K'.  Now consider any B1 ~ dg n trans(F ~ K u K'). Clearly, 
B1 n F(K) ~ ~'  n trans(F [" K), and since K ~ (E(F, Jd'), B1 n F(K) is a 
maximal @g-)independent subset ofF(K).  Also, since K' ~ ~(F ~ I\K, ~ s'), 
B2 = BI\F(K) is a maximal (~'s,-) independent subset of F(K')\F(K). 
Therefore, B~ = (B~ n F(K)) w B2 is a maximal @g-)independent subset 
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of F(K w K'). Therefore F ~ K w K '  is ~r and so K '  = ~ by the 
assumed maximality of K. 
The main step in the proof  of the theorem is the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Ira ~ S, ~ n trans(F) ~ ~ and 
a [ B (VB e ~ c~ trans(F)), 
then ~(F, ~ ' )  v e { ~ }. 
Proof. Let f:  I --+ S be any transversal function such that B = f ( I )  ~ Jg. 
For x e S define f - l [x ]  in the following way. I f  x ~ B, put f- l[x] = ~. 
I f  x [ B, then there is a minimal (independent) finite set A~ C B such that 
x lAx and we put 
f-~[x] = f- l(Ax) = {i ~ I l f( i) ~ A~}. 
Note that, if x [ B, then x [f(f-~[x]) and, in particular, if x E B, then 
f-X[x] = f - l (x).  For TCS put f - l i T ]  = U~rf-~[x]. 
We inductively define sets Sn C S, In C I for n < w as follows. Put 
So = {a}. I f  Sn has been defined, put 
I,~ = f-~[Sn], Sn+~ = F(In) U Sn. 
Then I 0 C 11 C . . .  C K = Un<o~ In and So C S~ C. . .  C [.)n<~ Sn = F(K) U {a}. 
Put I_1 = S_~ = ~.  We will show that the nonempty set K e rE(F, ~f). 
First we prove that 
f (K)  is a maximal independent subset ofF(K) t.) {a}. (2.1) 
Sincef(f-i[a]) Cf (K) ,  we have that S O ] f (K) .  Therefore, if (2.1) is false, 
there are n < oJ and Xn+i ~Sn+x\Sn such that Sn If(K), Xn+lr 
Therefore, f- i[Xn+l ] = ~ (otherwise Xn+~ If(K)) and hence xn+l ~" B. 
There are i~ ~ Ik\Ik-1, Xk ~ Sk\Sk-1 (k <~ n) such that xk+x e F(ik), 
ik c f - l [xk ]  (k ~ n). Thus x0 = a. Put 
Bk = (B\{f( i~)[k ~p <~n})td{x~lk ~<p ~n+ 1} (k ~n-} -  1). 
Then B,~+I = B w {xn+l} ~dg. We will assume that k ~< n and that 
B~+ l~dg and deduce that BkeJ/g.  I f  xk eB ,  then f ( i k )= xk and 
Bk = Bk+l ~ Jr Therefore, we can assume that xk r Bk+x. I f  B~ r ~r 
then x~ ] B~+I and there is a unique minimal finite set A C B~+~ such that 
x~ I A. Now i~ ~f-~[x~] C I~ and f(I~) C B~+I. Therefore A = f(f-a[x~]). 
Sincef(i~) ~ A it follows that Xk ~ B~+~\{f(i~)}. Hence B~ ~ rig. By backward 
induction, it follows that Bo ~ ~/ .  
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Now consider the transversal function g defined by 
g(ik) = Xk+l  (0 <~ k <~ n), 
g(i) = f ( i )  (i e I\{io,..., in}). 
Since B0 = g(I)  w {a} ~ .[4, it follows that g(I)  ~ ./g n trans(F) and a ~" g(/). 
This contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma and proves (2.1). 
We next remark that there cannot be a pair of sequences (io,/1 .... ) 
in I and (x0, x~ .... ) in S such that 
i, :/= i~, xr ~ xs (r ~ s), 
(2.2) 
Xo = a, in ~ f - l [xn] ,  Xn+l E F(in). 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there are i s ,  x ,  satisfying (2.2). Then 
we can assume further that these satisfy the additional condition 
i,~ Cf- l [x,]  (n < m < 02). (2.2)' 
(For consider the sequences (io', h',---), (x0', xl',...), where ik '=  in~, 
I 
XO I = X 0 , Xk+ 1 = Xnl~+ 1 ~ and 
Now put 
nk = max(n <Z 02 tin ef-l[x~']}.) 
B,~' = (B\(f(io),...,f(i,~))) u (xo ,..., x,~) (--1 ~< n < w). 
We will prove by induction that Bn' e ~r < 02). Clearly B'_ 1 = B e rig. 
Suppose that n >~ 0, B~_~ ~ ~r Bn' q~ JA/. Then x~ r B (otherwisef(in) = x~ 
and Bn' = B'n_l e ~r and there is a smallest index k (0 ~< k < n) such 
that 
xn [ Bk* = (B\{f(in)}) u {x 0 ..... xk}. 
Hence there is a circuit C1 such that xn e C1 C Bk* w {xn}. Also, by the 
assumed minimality of k, xk ~ CI\B. Therefore C2 = {x~} u f ( f - l [xk ] )  is 
a circuit and C2 C Bk* by (2.2)'. Hence, by (v), there is a circuit 
C C C1 w C~\{x~} such that xn e C. But C C B* I  u {xn} and this contra- 
dicts our assumption about k. This proves that Bn' e ~ '  (n < 02). Now 
consider the transversal function gl : 1--+ S defined by 
gl(in) = xn+l (n < to), 
gl(i) = f ( i )  (i ~ I\{io , i~ .... )). 
Since each B~' E J// (n < 02) it follows that (a )u  gl ( I )e~r  and this 
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contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma. This proves that there is no pair 
of sequences ( io,/1 ,...), (x0,  x~ .... ) satisfying (2.2). 
To complete the proof  of the lemma it will be enough to show that 
F(K)[ B' whenever B' ~ Jg n trans(F F" K). (2.3) 
Let h: K-+F(K)  be any transversal function of F~" K such that 
B' = h(K) ~ Jr In order to prove (2.3) it suffices to show that 
S,~[B' (n < co). (2.4) 
We prove that (2.4) holds (for any B' ~ ~ '  ~ trans(F ~ K)) by induction 
on n. 
Case 1. n = 0. Suppose on the contrary that a 1" B'. Then {a} u B' is an 
independent subset of F(K) u {a} and so, by (2.1) and (iv), {a} u B' u 
f ( I IK)  ~ J4. This is a contradiction since B' • f ( I \K)  is a transversal of F. 
Case 2. n ~ O. By the induction hypothesis Sn-1 [B'.  Suppose there 
is Yo ~S,~\Sn_I such that Yo ~" B'. Since f-~[Yo] :~ ;~ by (2.l), it follows 
that there is some Jo E f - l [y0]  such that f(Jo) ~ B' (otherwise, 
Yo [f(f-~[Yo]) 1B'). Therefore Bo' = B' w {Yo} and 
B 1' = (Bo'\{yo}) U {f(Jo)} 
are both independent. Since yx = h(jo) ~ B~' E J[, we have that Yx 1" Bx'\{ Yx} 
and hence there is j l  ~f-~[y~] such that f( ja) ~" BI'\{y~}, i.e. 
B.' = (B/\{y~}) w {/ ( J0} ~ ~' .  
Notice thatjo v ~ Ja. For  ifjo = j~ thenf( jo)  = f(JO = Yl (sincef(j0) ~ BI'  
and f ( j l )yBl ' \{y l ) )  and hence h(jo)=f(Jo),  a contradiction since 
h(jo) ~ B' and f(Jo) $ B'. More generally, suppose that m < o~ and that 
distinct elements Jo ..... jm have been chosen so that 
jk ~ f-~[Y~], Yk+~ = h(jk), (2.5) 
B~+~ = (B'\{y~ .... , yk}) k) {f(Jo) ..... f(J~)} ~ "-/~, (2.6) 
and 
f (j~) "r Bk'\{ Yk) (2.7) 
hold for k ~< m. Now Ym+l = h(j~)'~B~+l\{Y,n+~} and so there is 
jm+a E/- I [Y~+I] such that f(Jm+O ~'B,'+I\{Ym+I}- Then (2.5), (2.6), and 
(2.7) hold for k = m + 1. I f jm+l ---- Jk for some k ~< m, then f(Jm+l) = 
f(Jk) = Y,,+I since f( jk) ~ B~+x and f(jm+O ~ B~+l\{ym+i}. Therefore 
Y,~+I = h(jm) = f(Jk) 4 Bk'\{yk}, 
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which is impossible since h(j,~) c B'\{h(jo),..., h(jm-O} C_ Bk'\{yk}. This 
defines jm c K for m < 02 so that these are all distinct and (2.5)-(2.7) 
hold for all k < 02. 
Since Yo c S,~\S,~_I, there are io ,-.., in-1 ,Xo ..... xn such that ik c Ik\I~_l, 
X/e+I ~ F(ik) n (S~+I\Sk), ik ~ f- l [xg] (k < n) and x ,  = Yo. I f  Ym ~ S,_a 
for allm < 02, then the sequences (io, il ..... i~_1 ,Jo ,Ja ,--.>, <x0, xl ..... 
X,_l, Yo, Ya .... > satisfy (2.2). This contradiction shows that there is a 
smallest integer m > 0 such that Ym c Sn_~. Now consider the transversal 
function g2 : K ~ F(K) defined by 
g2(jk) = f( Jk) (k < m), 
g2(i) = h(i) (i ~ K\{jo ,...,jm-t}). 
Since {y,~} w gz(K) = B,~' c Jg, it follows that g2(K) e J /~  trans(F p K) 
and S,~_~ .rg~(K) (since Ym c Sn-O. This contradicts the induction hypothesis 
that Sn_~ I B" whenever B" a J / c~ trans(F ~ K) and the proof of Lemma 3 
is complete. 
LEMMA 4. I f  Fi # ~ (Yi c I), ~g(F, ,g )  = { ~ }, io c I, a c Fio , then 
F ) I\{io} c Sg(/C/s\(~}). 
Proof. For brevity, write I '  = I\{i0}, F '  = F )  I ' , / r  = JJ/s\(a~ 9 I f  the 
lemma is false, there are K 'c  ~(F' ,  Jg'), i c I ' \K '  such that Fi depends 
upon F'(K') = F(K') with respect o J/g'. Put K = K'  k) {i}. 
Clearly d /n  trans(F p K') ~_ Jr/' c~ trans(F' ) K') # ~. Suppose that 
F~ t B for every B c ~ c~ trans(F) K'). Now F~ # ;~ and therefore, by 
Lemma 3, we obtain the contradiction ~(F, d/)D_ ~(F  p K', Jr # { ~}. 
It follows that there are B e~'  ~ t rans(F)K ' )  and b e F~ such that 
b "r B. Hence ~r ~ trans(F ) K) # ~. 
Now consider any independent transversal BI of F ~ K. Letf~ : K ~ F(K) 
be the corresponding transversal function with B1 = fl(K). Suppose 
a ~ B~. Then B~ c rig' c~ trans(F' ~ K), and this contradicts the fact that 
E~ depends upon F(K') with respect to ~g'. Therefore a lB~. Now 
we again get a contradiction since, by Lemma 3, this implies that 
Cg(F, ~ ' )  D ~(V [" K, ~ ' )  =/= { ~ }. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
LetF  = <Fi I i c I> be a countable system of subsets of S, I = {io, h .... }. 
I f  rig n trans(F) # ;~, then clearly (1.6) holds. Now suppose Fe  5~(~'). 
In order to prove that ~ n trans(F) =/= ;~ it will be enough to show that 
there are I 0 C I and B0c~'c~ trans(F)Io) such that ioeIo and 
F P I I I  o c ~9~ 
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F rom Lemma 1 it follows that there is a max imal  set Ko ~ ~(F ,  ~ ' )  
(possibly K0 = ~) .  Since F~ K 0 is Jg-crit ical,  there is B0'E J / c~ 
t rans(F~K0) .  By Lemma 2, Cg(F? l \Ko ,~gSWo, )= {;~} (note that  
d/lS\Bo, -= J/ls\v~ro)). 
Case 1. i o ~ K o . Put  I o-Ko ,B  o =Bo ' .  
Case 2. io r 1<o 9 Since F ~ ~( JQ ,  there is a EFio such that a ~(F(Ko). 
Therefore a < Bo' and  so 
Bo = {a} u B o' ~ d / /n  t rans(F  p Io), where I o = K o u {io}. 
Also, Fi =# ~ (Vi ~ I )  and  so, by Lemma 4, F p 111 o~ J (~S\Bo) .  
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